EARN A DEGREE IN THE HEART OF THE
MEDICAL WORLD

HEALTH SCIENCES | BSHS
HEALTH PROFESSIONS | BSHP

University of Minnesota Rochester

The BSHP is an educational collaboration with Mayo School of Health Sciences
Passion and energy permeate the University of Minnesota Rochester. It's a place where forward-thinking students work to better the world. But take away the dynamic campus, the upscale residences, all the nearby shops and cafés—and you're left with traditional college life: the electric excitement that signals knowledge being transferred, minds being shaped, and lives being changed.
Our strategically selected Student Success Coaches give BSHS students another valuable confidence boost in their chosen study paths. Success coaches function as academic, personal, and career advisors from day one all the way through graduation, tackling everything from disappointing exam grades to making big decisions about your career path.

Learning away from UMR can be a valuable experience that enriches not only students’ worldview, but their understanding of vital health sciences curriculum. Students have opportunities to study, intern, volunteer, and research while learning another language, experiencing a new culture, learning to think globally, and growing as an individual and professional. UMR partners with the National Student Exchange and the Learning Abroad Center at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities!

Our collaborations with Mayo Clinic—arguably the biggest name in modern medicine, and home to some of today’s foremost medical resources—give UMR students a serious learning advantage.

On campus, UMR takes Student Life far beyond the bleachers. Choose from a funky spectrum of activities that ranges from traditional stuff, like intramural basketball and political discussion, to the decidedly non-traditional: ballroom dancing, talent shows, community outreach, and more! Whether your passions are career-related or just for fun, there’s something for everyone here.

A Study in Health

Many of the same factors that support good health are vital to the college experience. Things like...

Environment

Thriving Downtown Rochester is an urban feast for the senses. We’re mere steps from...

- Visual stimuli: sporting events, art galleries, natural beauty, movie theaters, and more
- Four distinct seasons that make hiking, hiking, and people-watching all the more enjoyable
- Cozy and stylish accommodations at 318 Commons
- Stand-up shows at Goonie’s Comedy Club, live local music at Creative Salon, and nightlife galore
- More than 45 restaurants and cafes, all within a mile of campus

Support

Our collaborations with Mayo Clinic give BSHS students another valuable confidence boost in their chosen study paths. Success coaches function as academic, personal, and career advisors from day one all the way through graduation, tackling everything from disappointing exam grades to making big decisions about your career path.

Opportunity

Our collaborations with Mayo Clinic—arguably the biggest name in modern medicine, and home to some of today’s foremost medical resources—give UMR students a serious learning advantage.
Already pretty sure you’re UMR material? Apply today at r.umn.edu/apply!